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About This Content

In this expansion you will face a new threat to the sector - a group of renegades know as Pariahs, led by the infamous Shank
Twice. Pariahs are in the habit of asking favors no one can't refuse, and you might become one of those unfortunates. Dive into

a brand-new storyline involving pirates, sabotage and gang wars. Join the merciless crew of the Pariahs and see where this all
leads.

Completely new storyline that is about twice as long as any given storyline in the original game. This storyline
runs in parallel to the original game, so you are completely free to choose what to do first.

New playable faction - Pariahs with their own star system, unique station, characters, quests and everything.

More unexpected encounters, references, humor and quirky characters!

New ships, new items, new stuff in general. And speaking of ships - we heard you and we added our first capital
ship to the game!
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New music from the same great composer who created tracks for the original game!

And more!
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Title: VoidExpanse: Pariahs' Bane
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
AtomicTorch Studio
Publisher:
AtomicTorch Studio
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Dual Core 1.8GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB, NVIDIA GeForce 8800 / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian
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Went through the Pariah's Bane expansion. Got the new big ship. Second I stepped into Xen space... not one, not two but three
pirate hammer ships spawned out of the warp gate behind me. No way to outrun them because the new big ship is so slow. Can't
maneuver much because the big ship is so slow. Can only hope the capital ship is enough of a tank to handle the fight. It was
not. By the time I destroyed 2 of them the big ship' structure points were gone and the shiny new big ship was destroyed. So
much for the "capital ship of unrivaled firepower" as they put it.

I am playing a semi-hardcore game, so if my ship is destroyed, then the ship is lost. Far as I can tell there's no way to get another
one of the capital ships, either.

The problem with the new capital ship is that yes, it may have a lot more structure points but it only has as much armor as the
smaller, much faster Heavy ships. The new ship has mostly missile weapon mounts. The end-game Xen aliens are very resistant
to missiles.

In end-game Xen areas, the Hammer ship from the standard game is far superior. It has as much armor as the capital ship from
Pariah's Bane. It's much faster than the capital ship from Pariah's Bane. It doesn't rely on missiles as it's pimary weapon like the
capital ship from Pariah's Bane.

If someone's going to pay money for Pariah's Bane and take the time to go through the quests, then the ship we get does in fact
need to be superior in some way. Not weaker or even just "on par" with existing ships. The reward vs. effort just isn't there..
Sweet expansion, Havent finished the whole story yet. I will update my review when I finish the Dlc. Other than that adds alot
more features. This game just keeps getting better and better :) Keep it up Devs!. Excellent expansion! Adds everything I want.
More missions, more more skills, more ships, industry and a well populated universe that feels alive. Just sunk most of today
into this game and I'm very impressed. If you havne't played this game, then pick it up! If you played the base game and though:
fun, but needs more, then pick this expansion up!

Well done.. Great AddOn to an already great (and really really underrated) Void Expanse!

Thanks to an diligent user in VE Steam workshop it's playable in german language (just like the base-game) too which is really
great for everyone speaking german! :-)

I'm still not getting why Void Expanse is that underrated on Steam but well... that makes it an insider trip right!? ;-)
The AddOn adds even more complexity, ships, items and a new storyline to the game right from the beginning.

Thanks to the developer to spend in 2017 an AddOn to a game which is already out of 2005! Shows the heart the dev brings into
this project I guess.

Keep up the great work! Hoping for more AddOns or a VE2 in future!. So far so good.. Great expansion. Delivered everything
advertised and so far I've got about 45x more enjoyment out of it than any 5 dollar sandwich I've had in my life.
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If you like deep space trading games like the original Elite, this one is for you. And if you ever played "Sundog: Frozen
Legacy", you MUST have this!. What this DLC add?

-1 ship. Has 6 booster slots and 8 weapon slots (2 energy, 7 missiles). It is bigger than other ship and slow, worse energy
efficient.
-3 weapons for each type. All of these are Lv2 weapons.
-Quest lines.

The new ship and items will be unlocked as you follow the DLC quest line. If you choose Order faction, you can not follow the
DLC quest in current universe.
. Good expansion. Added a lot of what was asked for.
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